Events and Celebrations

Celebrations! A group of directors in the boardroom of the Oude Rijn offices; (possibly celebrating the launch of the original Encyclopedia of Islam, possibly receiving a delegation from the Pakistani Government). Among the company are Prof. dr N.W. Postumus (directeur 1946-58, sitting, front row middle), adjunct-directeur dr. B.A. van Proosdij (standing, third from left) and adjunct-directeur (later directeur) F.C. Wieder (standing, third from right).
A day out for Leiden's staff sometime in the 1960s.
An informal staff and management "get-together" on the Oude Rijn print-shop floor, circa 1960 (just before the move to Plantijnstraat).
Brill directors, management and personnel, late 1970s, Plantijnstraat.